Ribbit Joy-Fold Card Tutorial
Now you know what ribbit really means to a frog!

Supplies:
Stamp Set(s), Ink and Coloring Accessories:
Animal Talk by Stampin’ Up
Calypso Coral & Gumball Green Classic
Stampin’ Pads by SU
Gumball Green Stampin’ Write Marker by SU
Card Stock:
Calypso Coral, Daffodil Delight, Garden Green,
Pool Party & Whisper White by SU
Patterned Paper:
This And That Epic Day DSP digital Download
(Chevron & Polka Dot)
Other Paper Products:
Medium White Envelopes
Other Coloring Tools & Accessories:
Stamping Sponges x 2
Stamp-A-Ma-Jig #101049
Dies, Embossing Folders & Punches:
Chevron Border Punch
Ribbon & Embellishments:
Subtles Candy Dots
Brights Designer Buttons (Daffodil Delight Flower)
Other Accessories:
Paper Trimmer by Fiskars
Bone Folder by Stampin’ Up
Mono Permanent Adhesive by Tombow
Stampin’ Dimensionals by Stampin’ Up
Mini Glue Dots by Glue Dot International
Mono Multi Liquid Glue by Tombow
Adhesive Remover by Xyron
Non-Stick Craft Sheet by Ranger
Titanium Micro-Tip Easy Action Scissors 5” by Fiskars
Paper Towel

Assembly Instructions:
1. Cut the Pool Party card stock bases to 3” x 9 ¼” and 2 ¼” x 7 ¼”. Score the 3” x 9 ¼” piece at
6”and the 2 ¼” x 7 ¼” piece at 3 5/8” and burnish with bone folder. Set smaller piece aside for now.
2. Cut the Gumball Green into two mats measuring 2” x 3 3/8”.
3. Cut the Whisper White into two focal panels measuring 1 7/8”x 3 ¼” (one is pre-printed below)
4. Cut the Epic Day DSP Chevron 2 ¾” x 3” to and Polka Dot to 2 ¾” x 5 ¾”.
5. Sponge the edges of the Polka Dot DSP and adhere on the inside of the large base.
6. Sponge the edges of the Chevron DSP in Calypso Coral and adhere to the front of the large base.
7. Attach the 2 Gumball Green mats to the inside and outside of the smaller card base you set aside
earlier.
8. Attach the back of the small base to the inside of the large base with the opening to the left and the
fold to the right. Note: Dry fit this first to make sure of placement before you attach.
9. Stamp the Whisper White card stock as shown on sample. Note: I inked the entire stamp with
Calypso Coral then using a paper towel I carefully wiped off the ink on the frog, dashed lines and
asterisk and colored them with the Gumball Green Stampin’ Marker. I huffed on the stamp to
refresh the ink and stamped using the Stamp-A-Ma-Jig.
10. Attach to front, centered on Gumball Green mat.
11. Stamp the pre-printed Whisper White panel (from below) with the sentiment in Gumball Green
using the Stamp-A-Ma-Jig.

12. Attach to inside, centered on Gumball Green mat.
13. Cut the reeds as per the template below from Gumball Green and Daffodil Delights. Attach reed
tops with Tombow glue to the Gumball Green base. Sponge lightly with Calypso Coral.
14. Cut the lily pad (below) and sponge the edges with Garden Green and attach to the Gumball Green
base.
15. Adhere the reed with snail adhesive under the lily pad and adhere the lily pad with dimensionals.
Note: Dry fit this first to be sure of placement, the upper flap should be able to slip under.
16. Adhere Calypso Coral Candy Dot to the center of the Daffodil Delights Button and adhere to the lily
pad.
17. Adhere the chevron strips to the right side of the focal panel with Tombow glue.
Want to take this card up a notch? Try one of these ideas:


Cut additional pieces of DSP to attach to the inside of both panels, or
attach additional Chevrons inside the card as an accent.



Coat the frog with Crystal Effects to make him shine.



Stamp the frog again, cut him out and attach him with a dimensional.
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